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FADE IN:

INT. CAR - NIGHT

SALLY, TARA and WENDY, early twenties, brunettes, sit in the

car, about to head to work.

Tara turns the keys in ignition. Nothing.

TARA

What’s wrong now?

She hops out of the car to look under the bonnet.

Sally and Wendy pay no attention whilst applying their

makeup.

EXT. DRIVEWAY - CONTINUOUS

Tara fondles around the engine, clearly at a lost as to how

to overcome this obstacle. She shakes her head checking

every part she can under the streetlight.

She checks her watch. It’s hands near on eight

o’clock. She shrieks.

TARA

We’re going to be late!

EXT. A PLACE CALLED ZEN, CLUB

LARRY, 50’s, wears a suit, scruffy appearance, carries a

glass of red wine.

He paces back and forth at the entrance with the club’s

BOUNCER who pays no attention.

Larry looks at his watch. It’s hands point to five past

nine.

Larry’s restless, agitated, uses a handkerchief to wipe the

sweat from his brow.

A car pulls up across the street opposite the club. Three

brunettes exit.

CINDY, MINDY and LINDA, mid-twenties, approach Larry.

Larry stops pacing to see who’s approaching and squints his

eyes.
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He points to his watch.

LARRY

What time do you call this?

Cindy looks at her watch. It’s hands point to five past

nine.

CINDY

Five minutes past. So what? We’re

slightly late.

LARRY

Slightly, slightly late. You’re

over an hour late! Two hours if

you’d arrive at seven like I told

you.

MINDY

Jeez, will you relax? We’re

here. Quite your moaning.

Larry points into his club.

LARRY

Get in quick, the crowd’s getting

restless.

INT./EXT. CLUB

Linda smirks as they shuffle past Larry.

LARRY

The changing room’s on the left.

LINDA

We know where it is.

INT. CHANGING ROOMS

Cindy, Mindy and Linda leave their belongings on their

chairs.

They each wear a two piece, leaving little to the

imagination.

They head towards the stage.
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INT. STAGE

Larry leaves the stage and closes the curtain behind him.

INT. BEHIND STAGE

He points pressing the curtain back.

LARRY

Get on there now. They’re angry

and baying for my blood.

The curtain still shudders behind Larry, from the items the

customers throw.

Broken glass, a phone and an apple core lie under the

curtain, which can’t quite touch the stage floor.

MINDY

You need to chill Larry. Stress

isn’t good for your blood pressure.

Larry shakes his head and smirks.

LARRY

Just what I need. Advice from Ok!

magazine. You’re a stripper, so

strip and shut up.

The girls strut their stuff. They line up behind the

curtain. The crowd’s jeers turn to cheers. They’ve caught

sight of the girl’s feet below the curtain.

Linda nods to Larry who in turn nods to a STAGEHAND to draw

back the curtain.

The girls pose and smile as the curtain draws back. Perl

white teeth, long wavy hair and acres of cleavage for all to

see.

INT. STAGE

A half-filled champagne glass sits in the center of the

stage. Large enough for one to occupy.
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EXT. DRIVEWAY - NIGHT

Sally and Wendy exit the car as Tara stands back looking

perplexed at the engine.

Wendy glances at her watch. It’s hands point to quarter

past eight.

Sally looks in shock at the state of the engine.

SALLY

What have you done? Now we’re

going to be late.

Tara, hands on hips.

TARA

The engine was broken before I got

to it.

WENDY

Now it’s broken forever.

Tara slams the bonnet shut.

TARA

What’s done is done.

SALLY

Let’s hail a taxi.

WENDY

Good idea.

Tara walks over to the pavement. She sees a cab

approaching.

She waves at the taxi, criss-crossing her arms above her

head.

TARA

Hurry up, a cab’s approaching. Get

my things.

EXT. CLUB

Tara, Sally and Wendy exit the taxi and approach the Bouncer

who after hours of standing has started to shift his weight

from foot to foot.

The Bouncer pulls back the sleeve of his coat. His watch

nears on half past nine.
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BOUNCER

Hi Tara, you’re a little late, the

show’s already started without

you. What kept you?

TARA

Hi Lenny-

FLASHBACK

EXT. DRIVEWAY - NIGHT

Cindy, Mindy and Linda stand next to Tara’s car. Cindy

dressed in overalls lies underneath the car’s engine.

TARA (V.O.)

We tried to get here on time except

by the time we jump in the car we

were running late.

Cindy rolls out with a car part in her hand.

TARA (V.O.)

I encountered car trouble which

didn’t help neither.

Mindy fixes her loose watch. It states quarter to eight.

END FLASHBACK

EXT. CLUB

TARA

What do you mean started?

BOUNCER

A few mingers if you ask me.

Tara, Wendy and Sally look at each other with concerned

expressions. That ’something’s up’ look has crossed their

faces.

BOUNCER

Not sure how, but Larry was lucky

to have them turn up. Go in, have

a look.

The Bouncer side-steps out of the way.
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SALLY

Thanks.

The girls walk in.

INT. CLUB

They walk to the bar at the back opposite the stage.

Larry rests against the bar on his own and watches the

customers.

The once restless crowd cheer as soon as Cindy, Mindy and

Linda rip off their tops.

SALLY

I see the act is starting to pick

up.

LARRY

About time. I was going to cancel

it, I was getting bored.

WENDY

That’s good, but who are they?

LARRY

They’re the girls I hired and

they’re going to get fired for

turning up late.

Larry turns to the bartender and clicks his

fingers. Signaling to fetch champagne for Sally, Tara and

Wendy.

LARRY

I’ll have a spot open next week,

are you available?

TARA

We had a spot available earlier

tonight.

LARRY

What?

Tara points to the stage.

TARA

That’s suppose to be us. We’re

late.
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LARRY

In that case, you’re also fired!

SALLY

Can’t you tell you’ve been duped,

like we’ve been sabotaged?

LARRY

What’s with all the riddles, what

are you saying?

WENDY

You idiot.

Wendy points to the crowd.

WENDY

All you men are idiots.

She points to Cindy, Mindy and Linda.

WENDY

Their tits are fake and they’re

men! Can’t you tell?

A worried and puzzled Larry sloppily finishes his drink, and

spills half it’s contents onto his top.

LARRY

What?...No...I...No.

Larry looks at the act on stage and the girls that stand

before him.

Tara, Sally and Wendy start to dance provocatively behind

all the men.

TARA

(Shouts)

Hello boys!

The crowd turns around.

WENDY

We’re what you want.

SALLY

And came for.

The crowd cheer louder, clap and punch the air.

Wendy and Sally throw their tops to the floor.

Tara points to the act on stage and smiles.
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TARA

They’re men.

The crowd hush, stand up and look around

perpLarryed. They’re drunk, mad and confused.

They look back and forth, much like watching a tennis match

whilst sitting at the net. Trying to understand how they’ve

been duped.

Wendy points to Larry.

WENDY

He’s the one who’s tricked you lot

out of your money.

The crowd go crazy. Smashing their glasses and throwing

their chairs. Aiming their fury at Cindy, Mindy and Linda

who leave the stage as fast as their legs can carry them.

They turn their attention to Larry.

A glass smashes off the bar a foot away. Shards of glass

shower Larry.

The barman ducks for cover.

Wendy, Tara and Sally run for cover.

A sudden realization for his life comes over Larry’s

face. He stumbles off his stool to his feet.

A MAN from the crowd yells.

MAN

Get that bastard.

Larry runs to the exit and shouts.

LARRY

Lenny, get in here!

Lenny runs in as Larry passes him.

The crowd approach him as shock fills his eyes.

Larry shouts back at the crowd.

LARRY

The shows over!

FADE OUT.


